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Major Heat

Plumbing & Heating Solutions

Fishery Reports
Wylands International AC

Battle, East Sussex

Phone: 07826 850711
email: dan@majorheat.co.uk

OLD SPECI This pretty lake is fishing well as ever with plenty of carp being caught in a single
day on a variety of baits with smaller boilies producing more bites. fish up to 15lb plus.
KELL commons are being caught up to 34 lb. Get the tactics right and its possible to bank some
real quality big carp.
MIDDLE LAKE Is currently closed for maintenance and we look forward to opening it with some
new stock in the near future.
HOUSE LAKE Fishing up the shallow end been productive and one lucky angler landed a 24 and
a 22 in consecutive casts. A large amount of silver fish have been removed so fingers crossed
the carp should start to show weight improvements.
MAISIES A fantastic catfish was landed this month 44lb along with common and mirror carp over
the 20lb mark, the growth rates in this pretty lake are well on the up. A lake to keep an eye on.
FIELD, ROSIES AND SNAKE All three lakes have been as prolific as ever with the matches going
from strength to strength open matches every other Sunday, are going well all welcome.
The winter carp cup is in full swing, for a full list of dates, rules and prizes visit our Facebook page
or ask a member of staff.

A Happy New Year from all the team at Wylands!

Dan Eaton

Darel Robery

Hamish 20lb common

We have been experiencing some high pressure and with that comes tricky fishing. That said
plenty of fish have been coming out from all the lakes on the complex. Now the nights are drawing
in earlier the gate will now close at 7pm and open at 7am. A reduced winter day ticket is now in
place. The winter season tickets are also available and proving very popular. They run until March
31st for the bargain price of £100.00 and you may fish as often as you like. With the café serving
up hot food and drinks, the onsite tackle shop supplying all your needs including great advice and
plenty of obliging carp, it makes Wylands a great winter venue.
NEW SPECI This lake is going from strength to strength and due to our removal of a large head
of smaller carp the remaining fish are doing very well. The method seems to produce plenty of
takes as does a quality boilie, the lake has produced a good number of 20s plus 2x 30lb carp
have been caught.

Sam 31lb 8oz Kell

Winter Silvers Match
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